What’s New?

- Added support to output clean HDMI footage.
- Added support to cache video and download original video to an external SD card.
- Added support to use with DJI Air 2S.
- Fixed some minor bugs.

Notes:

- This version contains important updates. It is recommended to update the remote controller.
- If the update fails, restart DJI RC Pro, and use DJI Fly or DJI Assistant 2 (Consumer Drones Series) to retry.
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What’s New?

- Fixed some bugs for remote controller

Notes:

- This version contains important updates. It is recommended to update the remote controller.
- If the update fails, restart DJI RC Pro, and use DJI Fly or DJI Assistant 2 (Consumer Drones Series) to retry.
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What’s New?

- Enhanced remote controller system stability.

Notes:

- This version contains important updates. It is recommended to update the remote controller.
- If the update fails, restart DJI RC Pro, and use DJI Fly or DJI Assistant 2 (Consumer Drones Series) to retry.